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1. MS
2. SBI ATM & Bank Premises
3. Library, R & Canara Bank ATM
4. Bharti
5. Lipton Cafe
6. Sip-B
7. Himadri Hostel
8. Kailash Hostel
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Ex-hall
ATM in insti
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ATM at Malandaa Hostel
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Blocks: The whole academic area is divided into blocks consisting of lecture rooms and laboratories.

CSC: Computer Service Centre consisting of more than 500 computers for student usage.

DOGRA: Also known as Convocation Hall, for large scale workshops and lectures.

EX-HALL: Examination and Exhibition Hall.

FX: FAST-TRAX U'IT CAFE, situated opposite Aravali Hostel, favourite hangout place in hostel area.

INSTI: The institute area where academic area is situated.

IRCTC: Reservation counter of Indian Railways situated near the boys hostel gate.

MS: Multi-storey building, main building containing major offices, laboratories, and classrooms.

MS 2: MS multi-storey building, 2nd floor, B-room no.

NESCAFE: Nescafe outlet situated next to the R2 open air theatre, with a capacity of 10,000 spectators.

R2: Reading room, open 24 hours for students.

SAC: Student Activity Centre, for indoor sports and club activities.

SEM: Seminar hall for various seminars and hall competitions.

STP: St-P-N-BITE food outlet.

WIND-T: Wind tunnel, between EX-HALL and SEM-HALL.

UG: Under-graduate section, deals with all the official works of the under-graduate programme.

IV-LT2: IV-fourth block, LT2- second lecture theatre. Lecture theatres are arranged in the increasing distance from the boys' hostels.